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September / October 2018  

I have spoken previously about what a wonderful community we have at Little Ducks 
Bardon, it is something that we have been reflecting on recently as we reviewed and 
pulled apart Quality Area 6 - Collaborative partnerships with Families and Communi-
ties.  A big part of our industry Standard is about reflection and improvement and as 
part of this we reflect on each of the seven Quality Areas at different times.    
Throughout this reflection we recognise that parents are the first teachers of the chil-
dren, we recognise your expertise and knowledge you have of your children and we  
know the best results for the children come when we are working collaboratively.  We 
appreciate your input into the children’s term goals and love that we can now show 
you more easily the children’s progress via Storypark.  Storypark has really been a 
great way to encourage communication between parents and educators - I love hear-
ing the educators excitement when they receive a reply to one of their stories - it really 
helps us to be on the same page about the children’s learning. 
 
The other part to Quality Area 6 is about our community.  Our community it not just our 
educators children and families but also the connections we make through our Early 
Years Network group with the local schools and fellow services, our visits from the 
Ashgrove library and visits from parents with special skills like our recent visit by the 
Lichtnauer family with their excavator.  Our community also extends further through 
our fundraising recognition of causes such as the Cancer Council, Buy a Bale and our 
Cambodian friends. All of these experiences impact on our 
children and help them to feel a sense of belonging.   
 
During October we will start to make offers for places at 
Little Ducks Bardon for 2019.  If you know of anyone who 
would like to be part of the Little Ducks Learning Commu-
nity in 2019 now is the time for them to contact us. 
 
Michele 
 
 

 

97 Jubilee Terrace 
Bardon QLD  4065 
Phone (07) 3366 6907 
Fax  (07) 3356 8400 

 

 

 
 

bardon@littleducks.com.au 

A note from your Centre Manager 



Upcoming Events! 

September 
 
Sunday 2nd—Father’s Day 
 
Wednesday 7th—National Early Childhood Educators Day 
 
Wednesday 19th—Kindy program Information Evening 
Friday 21st—International Day of Peace 

 
October 
 
Monday 1st—Queens Birthday 
 
 
Thursday 11th—Roushini—Diwali show 
 10.00am Come and learn about Hindu festival of Diwali 
 
 
Sunday 16th—World Food Day—A day of action against Hunger 
 
 

Monday 15th—Friday 24th—National Nutrition 
Week—Lets learn  to eat for our  health 
 
 
22nd—30th—Children’s Week—Children’s 
week celebrates the right of children  to enjoy 
childhood.  It is also a time for children to 
demonstrate their talents, skills, and abilities 
 

 
Friday 30th—Day for Daniel 
 
 
Monday 31st—Halloween—Dress up with us and enjoy this traditionally Celtic cele-
bration 
 
Tuesday and  Wednesday 30th and 31st—Centre Photos 
 
 



Policy Reviews  

Educator Spotlight ... 
  

Miss Jess  - Miss Jess is one of the longest 
standing employees of Little Ducks Bardon 
having started as our Nursery Educator in 
October 2015.  Jess has since moved to the 
older age groups and is currently an Educa-
tor in our Toddler room.   
 
Miss Jess has recently returned from mater-
nity leave after having the most gorgeous 
baby girl!  
  
Jess loves to be part of the planning around 
our special events and brings great ideas to  
days like our recent Farmers day which 
raised funds to support the Farmers going 
through hard times from the drought! 
 
Thanks Jess for your hard work :) 

 
We value your input and feedback ….. The  policies/procedures in 
review during September and October 
 are: 
 
 

 Cleaning and Hygiene Policy 
 Continuity of Care Policy 
 Dental Hygiene Policy 
 Food Safety Policy 
 Paracetamol Policy 
 
 

 
We encourage you to provide feedback in person, by phone or by 
email.   
 
 



Our Program 

Development Information 

School Readiness—This is the time of 
year many families are thinking of school 
enrolments.  Here is some information 
about each child’s school readiness and 
what it means.   
 
If you have any questions no matter what 
your child’s age don’t hesitate to have a 
chat with Michele or Carly.  This will also 
be part of our Kindy Information session 
later this month,. 
 
What is ‘school readiness’? 
 
‘School readiness’ is a measure of the 
knowledge, skills and behaviours that en-
able children to participate and succeed 
in school. Parents sometimes think that 
school readiness means being able to 
read, write and do basic maths before 
starting school. But this isn’t the case! 
School readiness is about the develop-
ment of the whole child – their social and 

emotional skills, physical skills, communi-
cation skills and cognitive skills. Children 
cannot thrive at school if they haven’t de-
veloped the skills to manage things like 
getting along with other children, following 
instructions, and communicating their 
needs. 
Research shows that children who start 
school when developmentally ready to 
learn tend to do better in school – and it 
sets them up for further success later in 
life. 
 
https://www.learningpotential.gov.au/scho
ol-readiness-how-to-know-if-your-little-
one-is-ready-for-big-school 
 
 

Reflective Practice—Staff, Parents and 
Children  
 
As Adults in the Early Childhood Education 
industry we have a vast understanding of the 
learning that occurs in this environment dai-
ly, but our challenge is to provide you as a 
community a snapshot of this learning and its 
importance in the life of your children. An-
other aspect of this challenge is to provide a 
platform for the children to reflect on what 
they are learning and how important it is for 
their development.  
 
The introduction of Storypark to our service 
has increased our ability to be able to expose 
the children to what they have been learn-
ing, by showing them photos and reading 
their Learning stories out to them.  

 
We would encourage you to do the same 
with the children at home, celebrating their 
learning and talking to them about the goals 
that have achieve at Little Ducks Bardon real-
ly gives them a chance to consolidate the 
learning and feel a sense of achievement. 
 Marnie—Educational Leader 
 



 

Nursery Natter! 

 

It has been a busy and exciting time in the nursery this month. When babies feel safe, secure and 

supported they grow in confidence to explore and learn. We have been fortunate enough to see a 

few of the babies that were once crawling are now walking. A developmental milestone that we 

have celebrated in the room. 

We have been exploring natural materials such as water and sand. We put these materials along 

with flour and seeds in balloons for a sensory experience. The babies squeezed and touched them, 

and we talked about if the texture was soft, hard or squashy. We touched the balloons and with 

gentle encouragement shared them with our friends. 

We are seeing their confidence grow in exploring the obstacle course. Our baby friends have begun 

to pull themselves up using the variety of equipment around them, smiles lighting up on their faces 

as they move around their environment. Our confidence is also growing in feeding ourselves. Some 

of the babies are gaining strength and direction when using a spoon, a self-help skill we are encour-

aging. 

 The babies have explored different textures while incorporating their fine motor skills as they 

placed yoghurt pouch lids, pom poms and paddle pop sticks into different containers. We have ex-

plored finger painting and had great enjoyment in this messy play as we used the paint swishing, 

poking and swirling the colours around the tray. The babies have shown interest in sorting and 

posting. The educator’s have loved seeing the perseverance on their faces as they turned and 

moved the pieces to fit. We have had small group posting and this helps build strong friendship 

groups and turn taking practice. 

We have been learning songs and listening to sounds and patterns in speech. Songs such as “Open 

shut them”, “I'm a dingle dangle scarecrow” and “Wheels on the bus” we have been singing on a 

weekly basis and the children are learning the actions and words by participating in a small group. 

We are also working on our communication skills by repetition of words. Simple words such as 

thank you, please, water please and our name are encouraged by the educators. We are also en-

gaging in enjoyable interactions using non-verbal cues as the younger babies like to gesture what 

they would like.  

Please do not hesitate to contact either myself or Miss Diana if you have any needs or concerns. 



 

Senior Nursery News 
 The last two months in the Senior Nursery have been filled with lovely little moments build-

ing on a sense of who we are, how we belong to and interact with the world around us. A lot 

of these began with either photos of holidays or weekends from home, spontaneous inter-

ests or centre events. 

The photos from home helped the children feel a real sense of belonging to the class as they 

shared who they were and where they are from. We encouraged lots of joint conversation 

about our families and we also bought out various types of animals based on these adven-

tures including sea animals after a trip to an aquarium and we read ‘Spot visits the Farm’ 

about collecting eggs after a trip to a farm. 

As a class we often work together on various projects and activities and this helps us to feel a 

real connectedness to each other. We made music with instruments, danced to rock and roll 

music from the CD and found music all around us! The children made music by tapping the 

fence, banging the metal stool, banging pots and pans and even from tapping tins. We also 

built on our love of music with group song-longs as we sung, ‘Dingle Dangle Scarecrow,’ 

‘Hokey Pokey’ ‘Teddy Bear Teddy Bear’ ‘Sleeping Bunnies and ‘Ring a Rosies.’   The children 

even made a bus from chairs and we sang, ‘Wheels on the Bus.’ 

As a class we also explored how to care for and appreciate animals in our environment. Tam-

my bought in some birds and that inspired the use of the feathers in collage and a spider that 

we found inspired lots of ‘Incy Wincy Spider singing. We continued to look for birds in the 

trees, look at pictures of birds flying and their wings outside and collaged feathers onto pa-

per. 

The children were introduced to various ways to use materials and re-

sources. We cooked playdough and then used our creative thinking to dec-

orate with junk and later pretended to cook in the sandpit. We also added 

various items to the playdough including grass and leaves. We explored 

how we can fit inside boxes and what fitted inside them. We used boxes to 

make a train to ride in and to play hide and seek.  

Self care has been very popular. A hair clip inspired dressing up, combing 

our own hair in front of the mirror and dressing up in dress ups and vari-

ous hats. The children have also been interested in their own undressing 

and dressing skills during toileting as well as washing their own face after 

meals. We will continue to focus on these over the next few months. 

Over the next few months we will also 

continue to focus on the children’s goals 

and interests while incorporating family, 

centre and community events. Thank-you 

from Miss Elisa and Miss Saanya 



 

Toddler Tales 
 Can you believe that it is already the beginning of September  already!  During August we 
explored identity through role play and incorporating the various activities we may do out-
side of Kindy, such as going to the doctors or to a restaurant. Through incorporating different 
perspectives and aspects, provides more exposure and allows children to navigate different 
types of relationships. The was especially evident when Miss Krista dressed as a doctor and 
gained many curious looks, which sparked an interest in our bodies. A notable moment was 
learning and treating our patients for "sun cancer" and "diabetes" 
as some children drew upon their own experiences with health 
professionals. 

To continue our interest in our creating a healthy body, we created 
a restaurant in the toddler room. We explored aspects of healthy 
eating and good nutrition for our diet to help us grow into big 
strong children, by observing our lunch boxes, creating our own 
menus and creating a healthy juice with Miss Rachael. This was a 
highlight for many, as the children were able to cut various fruits 
with real utensils and gloves and were able to serve the juice to 
any of our peers in our class, demonstrating their amazing team-
work in making the experience. They even help take the initiative to wash their cups after-
wards using soapy warm water. 

Since the children showed continual interest in food. We even practiced setting the table 
both for play and for ourselves by having friends set our lunchboxes on the table for lunch 
and afternoon tea. We pretended to serve customers, prepare food (playdough we had 
made) and practiced our scooping skills with Miss Viki and pretended to sit down with their 
mums and dads. This allowed children to reflect on moments when they too have gone to 
the restaurant with their family and siblings, strengthening their sense of belonging. 

It is also thanks to our families that we have been able to create some wonderful dishes with 
the toddlers and kindy children. Together the toddlers and preschool children have created 
their own health snacks from the vegetables and fruit that have donated. We have been able 
to create sushi, drawing upon cultural influences. Pizza, were we also focused on the im-
portance of teeth brushing and had a practice on getting rid of all the plaque on the teeth.  

We also tested our art skills through using different mediums to create masterpieces such as 
our candle paintings, and potato stamping with Kindy.  

Rachael, Krista, Vicki & 
Jess 



 

Junior Kindy Jumble 
Over the last couple of months in the Junior Kindy room, we have been learning lots of different and 
exciting things. We have focused on understanding and developing links to our community which start-
ed with NADIOC Week celebrations. Throughout NADIOC week the children were exposed to number of 
different activities that helped them to learn about the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture. By 
exposing the children to these types of activities, we are aiming to 
create an understanding of different cultures and their learnings and 
traditions. The Early Years Learning Framework outlines the learning 
that happen in this unit as Outcome 2 Children are connected with 
and contribute to their world-  “Children respond to diversity with 
respect by exploring the diversity of culture, heritage, background 
and tradition and that diversity presents opportunities  for choices 
and new understandings.”  
Another area of learning over the last little while has been Farms or 
more specifically “Where our food comes from?” in the Junior Kindy 
room the children have embraced learning about farm life and have 
developed a great understanding of how Farms help us to eat. This 
learning started when we explored bread and how it was made and 
ended with our Farm day, they transported to the children into a 
farming world of play. This unit started us our Sustainability focus for the month but also links to Out-
come 2 Children are connected with and contribute to their world – “Children become socially respon-
sible and show respect for the environment by exploring and developing an increased understanding of 
the interdependence between land, people, plants and animals”.   
 
As Junior Kindy children we are learning a lot about our Identity and developing our Social and Emo-
tional skills, which data shows is important. In fact children who are systematically taught social and 
emotional skills like how to manage their distressing emotions better, empathise and collaborate. These 
children are found to have fewer problems adjusting to school and pay more attention in class. One of 
the focuses on this unit has been the book “Macca the Alpacca” through the story the children are ex-
posed to feelings and actions that are mean or nasty and they watch as Macca navigates his way 
through the interactions positively and shows that kind and caring behaviour (or empathetic behaviour) 
is important to developing friendships. Furthermore, through out this unit Miss Cinita and myself have 
given the children the words and time to express their feelings by reading the book “When I Feel” and 
supporting the positive interactions as well as helping them to say worry when they have done the 
wrong thing. The Early Years learning framework outlines this in Outcome 3- “Children become strong 
in their social and emotional wellbeing by showing an increasing capacity to understand and self regu-
late and manage their emotions  in ways that reflect the feelings and needs of others.  
Finally in the upcoming months we are going to be learning 
about “Our Community” and what this means to us. We 
started this unit recently when we invited Loki’s Dad Myron 
to the centre to bring his excavator and demonstrate how it 
worked. Not only did the children love learning about the 
excavator but they were interested in Myron’s job and 
asked lots of questions about what he built. To build on this 
inquisitiveness we are going to look at jobs that are evident 
in our community and learn about the people that make up 
this community.  
 
Marnie & Cintia  



Term three has seen the Kindergarten children flourish into social 

butterflies. With the introduction of our indoor outdoor program the 

Kindergarten children have developed strong friendships with their 

younger peers. Through these friendships the Kindergarten children 

are developing important life skills including kindness, inclusion,  

communication , skills to problem solve and negotiation. Educating 

the Kindergarten children on how they can support and mentor 

their younger peers we introduced ‘Toddler Time’. Each Wednes-

day our junior peers have visited to enjoy craft, cooking or group music and move-

ment sessions. During these interactions the Kindergarten children have role modeled  

how to make positive choices, appropriate table manners and how to respect re-

sources during play. The indoor outdoor program allows the children the flexibility to 

select where they wish to engage in play. We recognise that children learn best in an 

environment that is comfortable and purposely planned for. In making this change 

the children  have large uninterrupted play in the space that best suits their develop-

ment at a particular point. Between morning tea and afternoon tea the children are 

developing skills to self-select resources, their environment, social circle and enjoy a 

progressive lunch hour.  

In recent weeks we have noticed and extended on the children's enthusiasm for ani-

mals and animals habitats. The children have shared their feather collections, birds 

nests, home made mice, photos of visiting animals at SeaWorld, Aus-

tralia  Zoo and Dreamworld and picture story books. We have ex-

tended on the children’s interests by creating animal habitats with 

recycled resources, we utilised the tuff tray to create a dinosaur 

habitat, worked with  our felt boards to tell and retell animals 

themed stories and shared lots of animal  story books. With the flexi-

bility of the indoor outdoor program the children have enjoyed visit-

ing the yard and listening to the sounds of birds before returning inside to work on their 

create art projects.  

In August we updated our classroom learning environment to include a large loose 

parts table.  Loose parts are natural or synthetic found, bought, or upcycled materials 

that children can move, manipulate, control, and change 

within their play. Through this table the children are developing 

skills to creatively think, problem solve, explore different tex-

tures and explore dramatic play with their peers.  

The highlight of our month was the Buy a Bale fundraiser. The 

children dressed as farmers and enjoyed a day in the big yard 

we were learnt about how the drought is affecting our farmers 

and the implications this may have on us . 

 

Kindy Catch Up 



Spanish with Senorita Cintia. 

During term three Senorita Cintia’s Spanish lessons have focused 

on translating commonly known picture story books with the chil-

dren. Starting the term with ‘The Three Little Pigs’ the children have 

increased their vocabulary by learning the Spanish translation to 

pig ‘cerdo’, house ‘casa’, wolf ‘lobo’ and blow ‘soplar’. Following the ‘The Little Pigs’ 

the children then enjoyed the story ‘Little Red Ridding hood’.  

Moving forward Senorita has started to plan her end of year concert with the children. 

Senorita has asked if each child who attends class on Wednesday could bring two 

cardboard rolls from the inside of paper towels. These rolls will be turned into maracas 

for our musical concert performance. 

Raw Art. In recent weeks we have noticed that Miss Kathleen has been planning more 

challenging art experiences for our weekly RawArt classes. Our most recent artworks 

‘the peacocks’ and ‘screen printing paintings’ have both included many layers and 

steps to complete. The peacocks required the children to mold clay, paint the body, 

attached feathers and draw on the body. During the screen-printing process, the chil-

dren painted their large A3 paper, drew with thick markers, coloured with pastels and 

whitewashed with a thin ink over the top. As the artworks increase in difficulties we 

have observed the children’s concentration levels increase, their ability to problem 

solve and critical thinking has depended as they focus on the challenging task at 

hand. 

Chess Mates. The kindergarten children are very excited for the introduction of weekly 

chess classes. Each Wednesday during term three Mr Ben from Chess Mates will visit 

the Kindergarten classroom to teach groups of four how to play chess. Already in just 

several lessons the children have learnt the names of the key chess pieces and how 

they slide back and forth along the board. 

Move and Groove. The children have been very busy with Miss 

Paige learning how to kick a stationary ball and perfecting their 

ability to throw and catch. Miss Paige ensures her lessons are fun 

and engaging as she plans entertaining games, verbally encour-

ages the children to ‘have a try’ and plays exciting music. 

Sustainability. Our August program heavily focused around our 

Sustainability Unit “where does our food come from?”. As the chil-

dren ate their meals the class engaged in conversations about their food items, cate-

gorised their items into meat, dairy, fruits, vegetables and sweets. 

 

Moving forward we are very excited to begin planning our Christmas and end of year 

celebrations.  Through collaboration with the children we will decided how they 

would like to celebrate their final days at Little Ducks before heading off to school in 

2019.  

 

Kindy Catch up 



 

Our Community ... 

Move and Groove 
Wow how time flies when we are having fun, our Move ‘N’ Groove focus over the past 2 
months have been catching and striking at a stationary ball. 
Our July focus was catching through out the centre  we have  played lots of games that 
helped us with this  skill, we played hot potato throwing and catching a small ball as fast 
we could and trying to not drop the ball. Playing spud where  Miss Paige would throw the 
ball up high and call a number and we would have to run in the middle to catch the ball, 
sometimes we would forget the number we were given and we would all watch the ball 
land on the ground, we also played the bean bag song where we had to throw the bean 
bags in air and catch we also followed other instructions  to the song. Sitting with the 
younger rooms and rolling the ball to each other and stopping it with our hands then roll-
ing it back,  Once  we got more confident  with stopping the rolling ball  we stood up and 
practised catching the soft ball on our own. We were all Involved confident learners by 
the end of the month with catching. ( learning outcome 4. ) 
August saw us concentrating on striking a stationary ball, again we had lots of fun  devel-
oping this skill by playing lots of games and enjoying playing with other children. We were 
all good at kicking the ball in to the soccer net some of us even celebrated like we had just 
won the world cup. Soccer bowling was a bit more of a chal-
lenge as we  had to try and hit a target, this provided some 
what of a challenge but It was great seeing the children persist 
at a task. (Learning outcome 1, children have a strong sense of 
identity.) We also have practiced our cricket skills using the 
shovels to hit a small ball our hand eye co-ordination most 
certainly got a work out 
as we were able to hit the 
ball whilst it was rolling 
toward us. 
Over the next 2  months 
we are focusing on  
Bouncing and Galloping. 
 

Upcoming community events       
 

Oakleigh State School STEAM event 
 
6 September, 2018 
 
Little Ducks are sponsoring this great event showcasing the  
wonderful work of the Oakleigh State School.  Little Ducks Educators will be attending  
helping out in the prep classrooms—come along and see us there! 



Healthy Habits! 

  
 

Spring has arrived  and what better time to make some healthy ice blocks . 

These recipes are easy and delicious and are also a great healthy idea for 

celebrations. 

 
https://www.bestrecipes.com.au/article/how-to-make-healthy-ice-blocks-a785.html 
 
 
 

Strawberry and banana ice blocks 
Place 2 cups strawberry yoghurt, 1 mashed 
ripe banana and 1 tablespoon honey in a 
bowl and stir to combine. Pour into an ice 
block mould and freeze.  
 
 
 

                                                                            
            Mango Ice blocks 
          Place the flesh from 3 mangoes, 2 table
          spoons honey and 2 tablespoons lime juice 

in a blender and blitz until smooth. Pour 
into an ice block mould and freeze.  
 
Pineapple and coconut ice blocks 
Place 1 cup milk, ½ cup pineapple chunks, 
1 tablespoon honey and ½ teaspoon coco-
nut extract in a blender and blitz until 
smooth. Pour into an ice block mould and 
freeze. 
 

Watermelon ice blocks 
Cut a large piece of watermelon into chunks 
and puree in a blender until smooth. Add 2 
tablespoons lime juice and 2 tablespoons 
caster sugar and blend to combine. Pour into 
an ice block mould and freeze.  
 


